Southern Cherokee Nation and The Red Fire People (State of SCNRFP),
a Recognized International Independent Sovereign Neutral Nation and State
Office of Chief Gees-Due OO-Neh-Gah Usti

Date: 01 January 2020

To: Dear Honorable Leaders of the Hosting Nation

Reference: Letter of Intent (LOI) - A Formal Offering by the Southern Cherokee Nation and
The Red Fire People (State of SCNRFP) to offer Hosting Nations:
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Greetings Esteemed Leaders of the Hosting Nation,

State of SCNRFP, we are the Lower Cherokee Peoples also known as the Chickamauga
Cherokee (Chicomogie), Tsigamogi, Cherokee, and Nation De Cherokee….
State of SCNRFP is expanding their Foreign Relations. We are building more global
relationships through establishing proper diplomatic relationship between our state and
other states, via Extraterritoriality Trade Missions, whereby we are offering our support
through making available through these diplomatic offices to include but not limited to our
great states coming together in a good way for first peace and good will, followed by our
officially making available offers in trade and commerce, economic development, social
needs, technology transfers, education, medical, housing, agriculture, renewable energies,
waste, water, green and brown energies, infrastructure, domestic jobs, banking, financing,
investments, friendly society, humanitarian needs and funding through and from within our
established extraterritorial trade mission office within the “Hosting Nation”. Increasing the
value and trade of your current currency, while providing you with also a crypto currency
for the benefit of added value generated income and use of this additional currency to your
benefit, as several other nations are now doing. We have the complete technology and
trading platform and exchange for this currency that we will make available as well, along
with other valuable considerations.
It is important to know that we are a neutral state, we do not involve our state in political
or religious concerns, but rather only involve our state in the concerns stated within our
presentation. However, we are available for use of being a protecting power.
The Southern Cherokee Nation and The Red Fire People (State of SCNRFP) Status:
The Southern Cherokee Nation and The Red Fire People (State of SCNRFP), is a Sovereign
International Independent State.
We are defined by the international law itself. International law defines sovereign states as
having a permanent population, defined territory, one government, and the capacity to
enter into relations with other sovereign states. It is also normally understood that a
sovereign state is neither dependent on nor subjected to any other power or state, has
never surrendered to another power, whereby we have remained sovereign independent.
We have never accepted any money from any other sovereign as a domestic dependent or
to become a domestic dependent. However, before becoming the neutral nation and state
we are today, in our past we did receive funds and weapons to fight as an ally with several
of the nations that we ended up signing treaties with.
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Our nation was recognized as a nation prior to signing any of our historic treaties or most
recent international agreements globally, for the nations considered us a nation for trade
and entered trade agreement nation to nation.
Our state was recognized as a state from our very first ratified treaties with the
international community of states, thus family of nations that came to our country and
documented the same with the signing of the ratified treaties. These same nations later
became member nations with the League of Nations and are current member nations of the
United Nations. Our first foreign diplomatic delegation deployed to a family of nation was
to England in 1730.
Today we have a number of international agreements with a member nations of the United
Nations whereby they have provided proper recognition and establishing a extraterritorial
trade mission office. Their recognition of our nation and state is as a sovereign international
independent nation and state which further supports and verifies our continued
independent sovereignty status.
Our treaties with European states such as Spain, France and Great Britain, goes back as
earlier as five hundred years, whereby our treaties with the United States goes back a few
hundred years. The multiple signed treaties with Canada and Mexico also date back
hundreds of years, and today we have a number of member nations of the United Nations
globally that we have been recognized and signed international agreements and have also
received invites to meet state to state with several other member nations of the United
Nations such as Central African Republic, State of Mongolia, Antigua and Barbuda, Republic
of Vanuatu, State of Palestine, Republic of Guinea Conakry, Kyrgyzstan Republic, Eastern
Orthodox of the East Sovereign Ecclesiastical Principalities Government and Commonwealth
of The Bahamas, Commonwealth of Dominica, Republic Equatorial Guinea, Republic of
Guinea-Bissau, Burkina Faso, Gabonese Republic, Democratic Republic of the Congo,
Republic of South Sudan, Republic of Cuba, Democratic Socialist Republic of Sri Lanka….
Since mid - 2014, the NNIA Treaty has been signed by tribal nations within the countries of
Australia, Brazil, Bolivia, Canada, Colombia, DR Congo, Egypt, Ghana, Honduras, Iran, Israel,
Malaysia, Mexico, Namibia, New Zealand, Nicaragua, Nigeria, Philippines, Royal Barotseland
Government, SCNRFP, USA, Venezuela, Vietnam, Zambia, Eastern Orthodox Apostolic
Church of the East (Sovereign Ecclesiastical State of the Church of the East), Sovereign
Ecclesiastical State of the Church of the East, (Apostolic See), (Ecclesiastical Government),
Jamaica, South Africa, Ecuador….
Others are currently completing their signing, to include member nations of the UN, while
other tribal nations are also continuing to sign.
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We are further recognized by domestic governments and states within the U.S. We do not
share jurisdiction with any of the U.S. domestic governments, domestic states or the central
government of U.S. We do not live on a reservation or trust land, we have remained on
sovereign treaty land within our own boundaries. We have never surrendered to any
member nation of the UN, we have never had to declare secession from any member
nation of the United Nation. We have never accepted any money from another sovereign as
a domestic dependent. We are not a dependent nation under the U.S. DOI-BIA agencies,
but rather we are recognized by the U.S. by ratified treaties and remained independent.
We have been recognized by member nations of the United Nations globally as an
independent sovereign state, living in our enclave, much like you would find around the
world, example Vatican City surrounded by Italian Republic, Kashmir surrounded by India,
Republic of San Marino surrounded by Italian Republic, and many others of course globally.
We are not an exile government however, we are a rump state, just like most other states
are globally, including the super powers by which are too a rump state. We have existed as
a government and nation prior to any Hague Convention, Family of Nations, League of
Nations, United Nations, World Court or International Court of Justice (ICJ), Hague
Convention, Geneva Convention or any other global organization. Therefore, in the
beginning there was no international court or international organization that we could turn
to by which we could legally be heard internationally, when any wrong was thrust upon us.
When gold was discovered on Cherokee lands, white prospectors flooded over the border
onto our lands, and the state of Georgia used this as a pretext for declaring all treaties with
Indian nations to be null and void. However, in Worcester v. Georgia, 31 U.S. 515 (1832),
the U.S. Supreme Court ruled that the Cherokee Nation was sovereign. Therefore,
accordingly the decision rendered by U.S. Justice John Marshall, this meant that Georgia
had no rights to enforce state laws in its territory and the treaties were still active and
enforceable.
In addition, it made the Indian Removal Act invalid, illegal, unconstitutional and against
treaties previously made by the United States. U.S. Chief Justice Marshall found that
“England had treated the tribes as sovereign and negotiated treaties of alliance with them.
The United States followed suit, thus continuing the practice of recognizing tribal
sovereignty. When the United States assumed the role of protector of the tribes, it neither
denied nor destroyed their sovereignty". See Attached, SCNRFP Title Statement of Fact.
See our land be which has been reverted back legally to original title, referred to as post
aboriginal title land, legally filed and accepted by the domestic and federal government of
the U.S. Our government is thousands of years old. In 2016, Our Friendly Society Funding
Institution provided us a reason to expand our Ministry of Foreign Affairs, gave us a reason
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to form new relationships, with being able to make available Hosting Nations with solutions
for Economic Development, Technologies, Social Needs and Humanitarian, however as a
neutral state we do not become involved in political or religious issues. Therefore, State of
SCNRFP begin to add to their already established International Recognized Ratified Treaty
Sovereignty of treaties for hundreds of years with nations that are now member nations of
the United Nations, by expanding our Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MOFA) presents by
becoming International Independent Recognized Sovereign Neutral Nation and State by
many more global countries, member nations of the United Nations and with the opening
of Extraterritorial (Diplomatic) Trade Mission Offices within these countries. State of
SCNRFP also is the headquarters of the International NNIA Convention, representing over a
thousand of Tribal Nations globally and hundreds of millions of people.
The Southern Cherokee Nation and The Red Fire People (State of SCNRFP), is a member of
the International Convention of the NNIA and a signer on the international treaty signed by
nations and states globally.
Humbly the NNIA Treaty was authored following a vision gifted by the Creator. The Treaty
offers Peace and Good Will. As in any good relationship you must first recognize each other
and come together in a good way. Further, it also does not diminish or impede any
sovereignty of any of the signers. It is a Treaty that gives and not takes, but works together
in a good way, as a treaty and relationship should. State of SCNRFP has several State-Own
Companies so as not to impede or diminish our sovereignty.
State of SCNRFP is supporting foreign states, to include but not limited to the following:
Economic Development, Social Needs, Investments, Humanitarian Funding, Education and
Training, Domestic Jobs, Housing, Agriculture, Medical, Trade and Commerce,
Infrastructure, Transportation, Mining, Green Energy, Renewable and Alternative Energies,
Water and Waste Solutions, Sustainability, Advanced Science and Technologies, Technology
Transfers, Telecommunications, Security, Manufacturing, Logistics, Upstream Midstream
and Downstream of Oil and Gas, Refinery Technology, Oil and Gas Supplies, and other
global concerns of your state. We bring top professionals and strategic partners from the
many industries and backgrounds to support projects desiring to be performed, to work
with the domestic population for the temporary jobs and permanent jobs on all levels.
State of SCNRFP focuses on creating domestic jobs and reducing imports.
State of SCNRFP Funding: State of SCNRFP other state-owned entities available to the
benefit of your state. The State SCNRFP is a no tax state and does not report to FATCA or
CRS legally. Thus, legally does not have to report to FATCA due to being first a sovereign and
we chose not to sign the FATCA International Agreement one or two, as all sovereigns had a
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choice. Further, we have letters from Global Director of FATCA Deloitte Accounting Partner
confirming that we are exempt.
To your benefit we offer Native Advanced Science Administration (NASA) Energy College
(Our training provides certifications in many areas, to include Green and Brown Energy,
Renewable Energies and Natural Resources, further we are able to add any studies
requested by the Hosting Nation), Vocational Training, Aerospace Academy (federated
school) and Grade 6-12, (Note, each of the schools are all internationally accredited and
multilingual, further studies and training may be added). Four Horses Oil and Gas, Tribal
Woods, Global Shipping with having cargo, oil and gas ships, International Communications
Network, Medical, Insurance, Friendly Society, Industrial Hemp, Medical Hemp, and many
more.
State of SCNRFP’s Offers Many Solutions: The following are many of opportunities and
solutions available for the Hosting Nations with having interests in what is found in this
letter of Interest and our other official documents presented. We offer methods of reset for
Hosting Nations to be gold back. We can trade with any nation or state and we ship
globally. Our Sovereign International Independent State has no sanction issues and may
trade with any nation globally, even those under sanction. State of SCNRFP can take title to
move product globally and even sell to those that could not purchase direct from said
nation under sanction.
We provide holistic planning that provides proper profits centers, thus each project not only
pays for itself, but support your next planned project, thus reducing debt and over need for
debit. We offer best means for your funding needs, to include methods of trading and
monetizing whereby the nation will not create a debit, thus there is nothing to pay back.
We have ways to provide a hosting nations funding even if your state is currently under
temporary moratorium or permanently restriction by the IMF or the World Bank or under
Sanction. Legally we offer zero tax programs, increasing your generated income as much as
30% on an average depending on location. Our shipping does not have to pay waterway
fees for shipping in certain geographic locations, to include anywhere around N. America.
No property tax within our state. No business tax within our state. We use and offer
positive environmental technologies and systems. One has to meet and complete our
regulations, requirements and laws to obtain the tax benefits.
We have Education Programs for Hosting Nations. We offer Education and Training, which
means positive impacts. Thus, we are able to make available our satellite virtual classrooms,
normally 50 students and up per location. We also offer our satellite to the student’s
individual computers. Therefore, computer student and or brick and mortar centers are
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available to provide to a large or small number of students. These internationally accredited
schools support education, training and certifications which provides more long-term jobs
for a stronger community, and Hosting Nation.
We offer some of our most advanced technologies in the world. We offer technologies and
systems with advantages of providing systems that require less systems purchases, less
systems cost thus less debt, and smaller systems but same or more output than most others
in the market, thus smaller foot print thus not covering up the earth and buildings, thus
leaving valuable land for other social and economic development uses.
We utilize as much as possible domestically from the Hosting Nation into projects, while at
the same time we look only to import what is not available domestically and look to
develop more domestically to replace import. We provided domestic training and jobs for
the best overall domestic impacts and domestic control of the projects. As needed we
provide high skilled and technical labor, until local workers are trained to take these jobs
over domestically.
We can establish specific education and training requested by the Hosting Nation through
our accredited colleges of higher learning and for the purpose of training in areas that
support the industry that the Hosting Nation is establishing in their state, to include but not
limited to, the energy industry, administrative, support services, engineering, exploration,
drilling, refinery and processing building and operating, trades, pipeline, rail, marine
terminal, shipping, fuel production of standard brown fuels and green biofuels, natural
resources science, mining, renewable energy (to include all the renewable energy and
alternative technologies, systems and services), advanced water treatment, waste
treatment, conservation and sustainability, waste to energy and recycling services,
remediation, emergency and first response, medical and others as you may require.
We can provide any of our technologies and technology transfers, to include all of the
renewable energies, green housing technology, green mining, new agriculture to increase
production, all natural fertilizers, new water systems, new waste systems, new green and
brown refinery technology that largely reduces the huge cost of building the kind of
refineries today, while reducing also the production time and cost. Also, eliminating many
of the environmental issues and concerns, since the new technologies does not create this
problem, thus additional savings. To include our water technologies for agriculture and
human consumption, and to include our water technology for the oil and gas field, we can
replenish the wells with fresh water, also provide a water remediation without having the
cost of water trucks and many more.
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State of SCNRFP systems allows you to use of far less expensive renewable energy systems,
less cost and less renewable systems required to purchase. Our systems prevent valuable
land from being covered with gross amounts of systems and it allows for much smaller
renewable energies to be use, without reducing the output and being greater than the
more expensive large systems. There is not a country, power company and customer that
does not need our new Meg system and our all-natural Battery Storage Bank. We are
interested in supplying our new MEG System and Battery Storage Bank that eliminates
brown outs and black outs. Our systems can be used in the intercity or rural areas. It can be
used with any known renewable energy system, or it can be connected to the grid to reduce
power consumption, thus used on or off the grid. Our system can be used with spider grids
or stand-alone locations, such as rural and isolated communities, oil well areas, secure
areas, and indigenous community areas, but also intercity, thus a huge savings and while
providing security and the proper needed amount of power, and even surplus power with
less feed stocks.
Our systems allow for a far less use of energy without decreasing the needed power
required, thus magnifies the input for a larger output. Therefore, one does not have to
expand, or build larger or more power stations costing billions of dollars. The systems are
scalable. The system comes with a built in 36 + hours battery backup. The battery storage
bank can be for any amount of time required to include megawatts, for it too is scalable.
We provide the best solutions for energy storage banks at the lowest costs. The battery
storage banks are not lithium, but are all natural made, without having to be replaced.
Unlike other batteries like lithium that go bad and has to be replaced which is costly, our allnatural systems do not have these issues, thus even more savings. The system is an energy
saver and money saver to the country, to the power company and to the customer. It
allows the country and the power company a way out of spending billions of dollars to
increase power, but rather a way to have a surplus power supply to expand, grow and
generate new customers through new economic development.
We provide a far better way to cooling and heating for far less. We provide the best
solutions for Water and Waste. We have best agriculture and greenhouse technologies. We
have all the renewable energies, to include our Solar provides Four Times the amount of
output, thus more than any other solar system. We have wind that is rated best on the
market globally. We have a system that multiplies the gas at a regasification location. We
have agriculture products that make the growing lands organic, increases production,
better and safer products. We have agriculture technologies that does away with many
diseases found in soil, water, plants and animals and increases production. We have
agriculture products that increase generated income to livestock. We are willing to work
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first with any other domestic technologies, systems and services to be used in a domestic
project. We do not need or require PPA or Tipping fees agreement.

In Closing: State of SCNRFP offers many more benefits to the Hosting Nation.
The Southern Cherokee Nation and The Red Fire People (State of SCNRFP) appreciates your
attention and time in reviewing some of our offerings, abilities and solutions we can bring
to your Hosting Nation. We are looking forward to a relationship together with Peace and
Goodwill and Economic Development through our extraterritoriality trade mission office
within the Hosting Nation. We further extend welcoming your state to open an
extraterritorial trade mission office as well within our state.
Respectfully, feel free to contact us for more information or if you have any further
questions, our emissaries will be happy to assist you in a good way.

On Behalf of the Southern Cherokee Nation and The Red Fire People (State of SCNRFP)
In a Good Way.
Wado (Thank You),

The Great Seal of the SCNRFP

Chief of the State of SCNRFP

__________________________________________

On Behalf of the State of SCNRFP
Approved by the Ancient Order of the Priesthood
H.E. Chief Gees-Due OO-Neh-Gah Usti
Signatory Authority
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